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Dear Friends

I hope you will forgive a very personal editorial for this edition of Reaching Out. 
While I was preparing it, I found myself coming back again and again to the idea of
life as a journey. It’s possible to see the very idea as overworked, perhaps a lazy way of
trying to describe the daily struggles, joys and changes which we experience as we age
and develop wisdom.

Nevertheless, it has merit.  A journey has a beginning and an end and frequently stops
on the way; harbours, places of respite and rest; places of safety and welcome when
we are troubled and despairing. Prayer, for the Christian can provide such rest and
respite; our Quaker Meetings offer the space to be in the presence of a healing love.
For others meditation and immersion in the natural world can be a portal to inner
peace. My personal portal is being close to water. I was born on the banks of the
Nottinghamshire Trent and in each of the places where I have lived in the ensuing 79
years, I have, by accident or design always lived close to a river or an estuary or the
sea. (My ancestors, the Danish Northmen travelled the oceans so I suspect there’s a bit
of folk memory lurking here!)   

Our early ancestors revered water. They clearly understood its sustaining qualities, its
everyday necessity but their inner conviction must have been that their earthly,
frequently harsh existence was not all there was and that water symbolised this great,
life giving mystery. How could they not feel the ‘tug’ towards the divine? Think of the
‘holy wells’ that are frequently commemorated in place names and folk memory, also
the river Styx, itself a deity in Greek legend and the ferryman Charon who rowed the
dead over the boundary into the afterlife.

Water as boundary: Jesus takes up his ministry and is baptised in the river Jordan;
Caesar crosses the Rubicon; a child is baptised in some Christian rites to signify a
crossing from the ‘heathen’ into the hope of everlasting life.

Water has always been connected with the mystery of life and death. It is around us,
part of our physical make-up. It is vital to our continuing existence on this planet, yet it
is in so many ways unknowable to us. We have only just, literally, begun to plumb its
depths. It’s just like the life of the Spirit.

The cover of this edition of Reaching Out shows a photograph of the river inlet at
Solva, a tiny settlement on the Pembrokeshire coast. At the head of the inlet is the
harbour, a resting place, a place of respite and renewal for the traveller. I’d like to say
that I chose it to complement an editorial which has reflected upon the journey of life
and the significance of water both as a Spiritual metaphor and a life sustaining force.
But the fact is that the photograph presented itself to me in one of those moments of
synchronicity that others in this edition have written about. I had had a file of pictures

on my computer taken while on holiday 3 years ago in Wales with my partner but in a
subsequent computer malfunction, I had lost them all. This morning, while scanning my
files for a possible image I found the one on the cover. The only survivor of the lost file. 

I hope you will enjoy this edition of Reaching Out as much as I have enjoyed reading
your contributions and putting the magazine together.

In Friendship,
Jackie Bartlett.

Jackie Bartlett is kindly acting as guest editor for this edition of Reaching Out

JOINT QUAKER FELLOWSHIP FOR AFTERLIFE STUDIES AND FRIENDS’
FELLOWSHIP OF HEALING CONFERENCE AT WOODBROOKE, 
13 – 15 SEPTEMBER, 2019

The conference will explore spiritual and psychic experiences and evidence of healing of
the mind and body. We will discuss how we can integrate these experiences into our
daily lives, helping us to grow stronger in faith and love. (From the Woodbrooke
brochure).

There will be two speakers from FFH, Abi Horsfield and Lee Britten-Jones. Abi will talk
about healing through creativity and drama, and Lee about healing from his own
perspective as a therapist. 

Rikky Rooksby  will give a talk, "The Afterlife of a Battle of Britain pilot", and we will
have a discussion session following a DVD viewing of “The Scole Experiment”, the
recording of a TV programme about paranormal events which took place at Scole in
Suffolk in the 1990s. 

As usual there will also be an opportunity to share in small groups.

To book your place contact Woodbrooke Quaker Study Centre, 1046 Bristol Road,
Birmingham, B29 6LJ. www.woodbrooke.org.uk. Phone 0121472 5173. 
Email: enquiries@woodbrooke.org.uk
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CHURCHES FELLOWSHIP FOR PSYCHICAL & SPIRITUAL STUDIES,
UNITARIAN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL STUDIES AND THE QUAKER
FELLOWSHIP FOR AFTERLIFE STUDIES SECOND JOINT CONFERENCE 

Saturday 13th July 2019 

CONFERENCE THEME: ASPECTS OF THE AFTERLIFE

SPEAKERS: Dr Santha Bhattacharji  'Spiritual Work in the Afterlife' 

Cherry Simpkin  'Animals and the Afterlife'

Matthew Arnold 'A Christian response to the paranormal'

Venue: Golders Green Unitarian Church, 31 Hoop Ln, London NW11 8BS 
Doors open: 11am for 12 noon start (conference will finish around 4.30pm)   
Tickets on the door: £10.00 (no pre-ordered tickets available) 

All profits from the conference will go to the Gandhi Schweitzer Appeal ffor Animal
Free Research UK

Refreshments: Please bring your own food and refreshments. 

How to get to the venue: 
Walk from Golders Green Tube station northwards up the Finchley Road, take the first
turning to your left into Hoop Lane, and you will find us about 60 metres along on the
right. Getting from most of Middlesex and NW London to our Unitarian church is easy
by public transport as Golders Green is the bus hub for NW London. 

Parking:
There is on-street parking in Hoop Lane and nearby roads, except between 11 a.m. and
12 noon on weekdays. Parking is permitted on stretches of both sides of Finchley Rd
between 10 a.m.and 4pm. Nearest tube station:  Golders Green (Northern Line,
Edgware branch) 

Nearest Bus Stop:  'Hoop Lane' on Finchley Road for the 82, 102, and 460. 
Many bus routes use Golders Green bus station, which is outside the tube station. 
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NEWS OF THE ANTHOLOGY

The main work of the committee over the past
year has centred round compiling and editing
the material for the new Anthology. The work
began in 2017 when the AGM approved the
suggestion of the committee that a new
enlarged anthology was needed. The last
edition was a slim booklet, The Not
Unfamiliar Country (second edition produced
in 2006), which many of you will know.

Many more experiences have appeared in
the pages of Reaching Out in the
intervening years, and a few have been
specially written, so the new Anthology,
The Life That Never Ends: An Anthology
of Quaker Spiritual/Psychic Experience,
will be a respectably sized book of
around 140 pages.

We have just reached the stage where the main text is complete, and the cover
design approved. We are now looking towards publication, and the money which will be
needed. We have received a generous grant from the Joseph Rowntree Reform Trust and
hope that the remainder can be met from funds.

THE EFFECT, A TALK BY LINDA HOY GIVEN TO THE 2018 QFAS
CONFERENCE AT WOODBROOKE. 

Summary by Jackie Bartlett

Read the ‘blurb’ on the back of Linda Hoy’s book ’The Effect’ and you will come away
with a good idea of what her stimulating talk to QFAS Conference last year was about.
The book and the journey it describes, ‘…careers through quantum mechanics, high
energy physics and ancient wisdom with turbo charged vigour.’ An hour long talk cannot
hope to encompass the more detailed wisdom of the book (which I do urge all those
who have not so far done so to read and then read again,) but it did touch on some of
Linda’s own experiences and also explores the ways in which the developing science of
quantum physics can shed light on the experiences of precognition, dreams, Deja vu and



the sense we have from time to time of the presence of others even when we are alone.
It reflected on Aboriginal Dream Time, the existence of other dimensions and the portals
through which we access a place of timelessness. And finally, Linda spoke of the way in
which our own highly technological society can facilitate some of these events but also of
the reluctance of significant areas of the United Kingdom to acknowledge the importance
and relevance of these experiences, which she says are in contrast to other countries
where there appears to be more openness.

To begin with, Linda told us that she had learned three things from being present first
with her mother as she was dying and then later with the father of her partner Karl. The
first was that prayer is answered. Dorothy, Linda’s mother had been raised a Catholic but
had fallen out with the church years before. Dorothy’s final illness was unexpected and
Linda and her father decided between them not to tell her that it was in fact terminal.
Uncomfortable with this and believing that her mother should be told, Linda had
attended her Quaker meeting and prayed. The prayer, as she puts it was more in the
nature of a Post It note - the single word, Help.

Only hours later she received a phone call from Father William who had been a friend of
her mother’s years before and had shared Dorothy’s passion for puppetry. Fr William told
Linda that having not thought of her for years, Dorothy had suddenly come into his head
with the conviction that he must see her. Linda explained that her mother was too ill to
receive visitors but undeterred the priest was finally taken to visit Dorothy who was
pleased to see him and received the last rites from him. Shortly afterwards she fell asleep
and Linda, who had gone home to change and shower told us that after a brief rest she
herself woke to a lightness and joy previously unexperienced during her mother’s decline
and she knew it was emanating from Dorothy herself. Dorothy died shortly afterwards
and as she did so she called out a cheery ‘Oh hello,’ to another presence in the room
unseen by anybody but her.

This was the second thing Linda learned, that this ‘seeing’ of another presence at the
moment of death was not unique. The same thing happened some time later as Karl’s
father lay dying and also it seemed to those with him that the old man’s physical frailty,
the result of a stroke, left him as he died. This was the third lesson - that at the point of
death our bodies shed the burdens of the flesh.

Linda spoke of her time as writer in residence at the University of Sheffield where serious
research was being done into Dark Matter. The research centred around a potash mine on
the Yorkshire coast; at eleven hundred metres below ground it is the deepest in Europe
and here scientists are attempting to isolate any evidence of unknown substances in the
universe away from the contamination of radio waves and magnetic fields. The idea of
Dark Matter was first suggested in the 1930s by Fritz Wacky a Swiss astronomer, and was
taken up later by the American astronomer Vera Rubin who had observed that, contrary
to predictions, the velocity of galaxies did not decrease the further out from the centre
they travelled. Something was holding them together. Linda’s key point here was that

other stuff exists alongside us and that there may indeed be
multiple universes and if that is the case is it not possible that we
can interact with them?

Quantum Theory has turned our understanding of physics on its
head and in her talk, Linda introduced the idea that particles can
act in hitherto unexpected and unknown ways.  They can change
into waves and then back into particles when they know they are
being observed; they can be in more places than one at once
without needing to travel. 
There is a continuous communication happening between 
twin particles which means that each can copy, and mimic 
the other’s activities exactly; each particle ‘knows’ what the other is doing. They are
interconnected.  

Science is beginning to question any previous understanding of there being only four
dimensions. In order for quantum theory to make sense there must be multiple
universes in which these particles interact. And, Linda’s point is clear, particles ‘know’
things through their interconnectedness and since we are made up of particles can we
not also ‘know’ things? Surely this explains the way in which in dreams or instances of
precognition we can ‘see’ things that are yet to happen or the way in which dreams
can present us with distorted or altered views of what we may have experienced in our
waking moments. The Multi Universes that science is beginning to explore allow for
this because in one or other of them our alternative lives are being lived alongside our
own. Mind bending stuff!

Linda spoke to us about Dream Time - the belief of the Aboriginal peoples of
Australasia in a completely invisible world which exists alongside our own everyday
normal existence. It is the place which pre-existed time as we understand it where the
ancestors live and to which they themselves return at the end of their earthly lives. It is
a place where barriers cease to exist and where everything happens together. Time
ceases to be. Such a place is accessible through portals and Linda lists these portals:
solitude; creativity; listening to and creating music; art of any other kind; Dreams; Near
Death Experiences; close loving relationships; and silence. Particularly for us Quakers
the silence we encounter in our Meetings for Worship. Which of us has not experienced
our deepest innermost thoughts spoken out by a Friend in Ministry? I know I have. We
tune in to each other in the silence, enter into a state of deeper connectedness.

Linda’s final points in her talk were revealing.

In the United Kingdom her experience has been when trying to enter into dialogue
with universities or publishers or any other body about the subject of what we would
call ‘Alternative Experiences’ the reaction has been of polite denial or refusal to be
engaged. Some people here simply don’t want to know. This is certainly the experience
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of many of us within our own Quaker Meetings. Acceptance is more widespread in most
other countries including (surprisingly) the United States. In Iceland a University study
revealed that 60% of those people asked owned up to having supernatural experiences.

Technology is allowing more and more people to be ‘brought back’ from the brink of
death. Not everyone ‘brought back’ in this way reports an NDE so Is it possible that
some Near-Death Experiences, like some dreams, are forgotten upon waking?

This was a most stimulating and mind stretching talk. Thank you, Linda. 

The Effect, by Linda Hoy. ISBN 978 1 84694 906 7. Published by O-books in 2012

HEALING OUR HOUSES WITH MODERN GEOMANCY:
THE EARTH, HER GHOSTS AND US.

A talk given by Tim Walter to the 2018 QFAS Conference at
Woodbroke.
A summary by Angela Howard, and a story of personal
experience by Fee Berry.

Angela writes:

Little did Tim Walter know, when he and his family moved into a haunted house, that his
life was about to change for ever! From being a relatively ‘normal’ human being with
only the occasional precognitive dream to puzzle over, he became someone who talked
to a ghost,  indeed treated her as one of the family, and believed he had a ‘management
team’ in the world of spirit he could call on for help.  He describes this spiritual power,
the ‘management’, as ‘awesome’, and always available if we seek it. Tim eventually
changed his job in line with the changes in his life and thinking, and moved from being
a corporate video maker to becoming a House Healer.

Unfortunately, I was not able to be at the conference, but I have thoroughly enjoyed
watching the DVD David Mason made of the talks and feel I now know Tim pretty well.
He gave a power point presentation illustrated by many slides, and has a delightful
manner which is full of humorous self-deprecation. His mentor Hamish Miller, about
whom more later, had a saying, ‘Don’t take yourself too seriously’. Tim certainly doesn’t,
and encouraged his audience not to either. The ‘management’ apparently have quite a
sense of humour too! 

Tim and his family quickly became aware that in their new home on the edge of the

Forest of Dean, there were unusual occurrences. Objects disappeared and then
reappeared again. When Tim reached out for a cup of tea a shadowy arm accompanied
his. The clock would spontaneously change the time it was showing. And so on. A local
builder doing some work on the property suggested that his wife who was psychic and
understood these things, should come and take a look. The lady came with some
friends and they located a ghost whose name was ‘Jane’ making her home in a back
room in the house. She was a very friendly presence wanting to be considered part of
the family. She had in fact lived locally and had visited the house in her lifetime. She
was causing the weird happenings in order to draw attention to herself. It was through
Tim’s conversations with her over a period of fifteen years that his life completely
changed. The back room she was inhabiting had two earth energy lines crossing and
was a powerful place to meditate and to talk to Jane, who regarded herself as a
guardian spirit. (It’s important to say that Jane had chosen to return and work in this
way. She was not the spirit of someone who had died, become ‘stuck’ and needed help
to move on.)

Tim spoke to Jane using dowsing rods to begin with; asking questions and getting a
‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. Over time he began to sense her psychic energy more and more
clearly and an actual conversation could take place. He has never been able to see her.
Living with Jane for fifteen years gradually helped him develop his mediumistic
abilities. As well as learning to talk with her Tim also experienced great love coming
from Jane and this made him aware of how much love there is for us in the spirit
world. He said that love is a fundamental emotion on that side of the veil. 

Tim spoke of using dowsing rods as a good, safe way of beginning to work with and
open ourselves up to spiritual energy. He says he has a mission to spread the word
about dowsing. There is a great deal of scepticism about it. People say, ‘You’re making
the rods move.’ ‘Yes, you are’, says Tim, but at a subconscious level. It is a way to
access the subconscious. 

Earth energy is everywhere. It can be felt in the atmosphere of a place. It can be
dowsed and interacted with. We are swimming in earth energy in every room. What is
it? We don’t know. It is part of the mechanism of creation. If we were using our full
potential as human beings we would have the power to change the world: not in an
ego sense but for the greater good. We can be co-creators of our lives. 

The next big influence in Tim’s development was Hamish, a dowser of extraordinary
insight, whose life had been changed by an NDE. He re-discovered the powerful earth
energy lines which stretch across England from Cornwall to Suffolk and are jointly
known as Michael and Mary, or the Michael alignment. Hamish co-wrote a book with
Paul Broadhurst, The Sun and the Serpent, based on the ten years they spent following
these lines which, they found, weave like a river. Many sacred sites are situated where
the lines cross. Tim said, there is a big difference between earth energy lines and ley
lines. Hamish and Tim went on to do some work together making videos
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During the course of his talk Tim explained that earth energy is to be found in all our
homes, and talked about the effect it can have on those who live there. We think of
ourselves as being influenced by spirit, but our bodies come from the earth so it is
actually a mingling of the two energies which affects us. There are also water lines and
toxic lines.  In his work Tim helps people understand the energies influencing their
homes and helps to clear and heal the detrimental areas.

From this may come the life coaching element in which he helps with the psychological
difficulties which could also be affecting people’s lives. So life coaching has grown out
of house healing. Often he will get an email from someone who thinks they are going
mad. (Usually they aren’t.) Tim aims to help in a practical way and if he has a plan of a
house he can show through dowsing the plan where the detrimental areas are which
are influencing people. He can also dowse individual occupants and help with healing.
There was quite a bit of reference at this point to the slides being shown, and also a
demonstration of how to find the area of power in the room using dowsing, so my
summary will end here. If you would like to go more deeply into the subject it is
probably best to look at Tim’s many videos as mentioned below by Fee.

Thanks to Tim for his talk. I, for one, certainly want to follow up and find out more! Oh,
and Jane moved house with Tim and is still part of the ‘management team’!

Fee writes:

I first came into contact with Tim Walter through his videos of Hamish Miller.  I have
had an interest in dowsing for some time, and also near-death experiences (NDEs), and
so it was inevitable that I would find Hamish’s NDE on Youtube, which was filmed by
Tim.  This version of the video has recently been recut by Tim:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAuHF5hOdg8

Tim runs the Knights Rose website, www.knightsrose.com/ which had a weekly
newsletter at that time, and so I subscribed to that, and also read the material on the
website.  I bought a couple of the videos that Tim had made of Hamish and the Parallel
Community.

A couple of years ago, I went on a weekend course with Tim, which was very
interesting.  He’s a very calm and easy person to listen to, and he has had a lot of very
interesting experiences, not least his contact with Hamish.  On that course, we
practised dowsing in the grounds of the hotel that the course was being run in, and in
a local beauty spot.  I’m not sure how much I trust my own dowsing, but I found the
experience very inspiring.  I opened my mind to the idea that my experience of the
world may not be the same as other people’s in a much more concrete way.  

Tim has now moved again to a beautiful old house in Yorkshire, and offers spiritual life
coaching, house healing and a variety of courses.  
www.knightsrose.com/storthwaite-hall-workshops-with-tim-walter.  He records videos
which are available on Youtube, and has written a book Spirit and Earth, which is
available now:
www.amazon.co.uk/Spirit-Earth-handbook-modern-holistic/dp/0995755507. He has
started to record Facebook Lives each Monday, around 3.30pm BST:
www.facebook.com/tim.walter.knights.rose.

I suggested Tim as a speaker for the 2018 conference, and was confident that he would
be interesting and provide a lot of information.  I was very sorry not to be able to
attend to see his lecture, but have heard nothing but good things about it – and have
seen a number of videos of his presentation. His channel on Youtube is always
interesting: www.youtube.com/watch?v=83quv0lLQxY

THIS PASSAGE WAS READ AT A MEETING FOR WORSHIP HELD PRIOR
TO AN INTERMENT OF ASHES

To my dearest Helen, my Brothers and my Friends: why grieve? I grieve not, I promise
you. I am more than ready to go. Life should mean achievement, in great things and in
small. Without achievement life has neither virtue nor relish; I can achieve nothing
more here but, beyond, I believe I shall. I do not fear death… The dying itself may be
unpleasant; being dead, that foolish description we use, that must be otherwise. An
excellence; a fulfilment. God is purpose, order, power, but, forget it not, love also, else
where comes love? Love is the force that drives all else. If life has taught me anything,
it is that love is, of all things, eternal. Love is of God, my God, therefore it is eternal
and cannot die; here is the greatest comfort in creation. Love straddles the hurdle we
call death and I, who have loved you all, I take it with me and its chain will link us to
eternity. This is what I would say to you all: ‘I am content’.

Bob Lindsay, 1989.  Quaker Faith and Practice, 21.55
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ANGELA HOWARD RECEIVED THIS LOVELY LETTER FROM ROBIN
GOODMAN WHICH SPEAKS VIVIDLY OF THE PAIN ASSOCIATED WITH
THE LOSS OF A BELOVED PET. ROBIN’S ARTICLE ABOUT WALKS WITH
POPPY IS REPRODUCED BELOW. ED.

Dear Angela

Thank you for the new edition of Reaching Out, as ever very interesting and a good read.
This time the timing was perfect to bring me comfort because my lovely, lively, rascal of a
dog, Poppy died suddenly only nine and a half years old, last Monday, November 19th.
The pain of the grief feels unendurable at times.  She was my constant companion.
Wherever I was there she was too.  Only now do I realise how much time I spent with her
each day.  

I wrote to Ros, telling her and in that e-mail gave a short account of a walk that I did on
the Wednesday.  Ros thought that you might like it as a submission for Reaching Out:

Nineteen months ago my younger brother died, he was 5 years younger than me.  
Please thank Jackie Bartlett for her account in Reaching Out.  I too remember the day my
brother was born, 6th September 1947.   He was thought to be still born but my father
refused to accept this and tucked this tiny bundle into his jacket and went to the hospital.
There they advised to let nature take its course, because he was still barely hanging on to
life.  Again my father refused to accept this and my brother lived.  He lived a normal life.
He was full of life and he too went suddenly, but that is perhaps another story for RO. 
I was there the day he was born.  I was there with him as he died April 10th 2017. 

With thanks to you for all the work involved and for bringing the journal to others like
me.

Robin

POPPY 

Maybe some of you have read about my lively, high spirited dog Poppy.  She and I had
many walks out in the wildness of Harris where we both loved to roam; she leaping
streams, bounding across high vegetation, always leading me astray to go higher and
higher, which we did.  When I sat, just to Be on a comfortable boulder there she would
come and sit beside me, in quiet contemplation, except that her nose was twitching
and I wondered what she was smelling, how she read that hill with her nose.  She
leaned against me.  She was full of life, a role model of living life to the full and in the
Now.

Then suddenly she died.  We, my husband and I are left reeling in shock and disbelief.  

Despite being advised to go only on walks where she had never been I did go on a
favourite walk, barely two days after her death.  I knew a favourite place where she
swam in a loch, where in a dry spell last summer we walked across a causeway that
had emerged with the shrinking waters.  I remembered that one winter everything was
frozen and Poppy went for her usual drink and swim only to find that she was walking
on water.  There it was that I had planned to sit and Be and howl with grief if that was
how I felt.

I was walking along beside an ancient dry stone dyke, gradually heading up hill.  I saw
a sheep’s skull and knew that it had been left there by Poppy; she had found it and I
made her leave it there; she had wanted to bury it.  I wanted to bury it on her behalf
but had no tools with me and she had strong front paws with which to dig.  As I stood
there looking at the skull there was Poppy.  I did not see her but knew beyond doubt
that she was there, just for a fleeting second.  I said to her, with a smile as I always did
when she bounded up to me on a walk, ‘On you go.  Go play’ and realised that what I
was telling her was to go, to go and be free on the other side.  Then I told her to go
find Harmony, my daughter’s assistance dog, who also died suddenly, two years ago at
nine and a half years old.  Poppy and Harmony had been such good friends and Poppy
mourned when her friend died.  A vivid memory came back to me of my husband’s
beloved dog, Lucy who had died 7 years before we had Poppy, and Jet, my daughter’s
dog who had died after being attacked by another dog in a park.  Jet and Lucy were
friends and I recalled seeing them in our garden both too nice and gentle to play tug,
so doing a ribbon dance in our garden with a piece of rope found on the beach. So I
told Poppy to go find Lucy and Jet as well.   I stood there, quietly, thoughts absorbed
by Poppy.  

I had had a friend in the village who loved Poppy.  Mary died some 6 years ago at the
age of 92.  Mary had been a very dear friend indeed and I took Poppy every day to see
her.  Poppy brought such a smile to Mary’s face and in the last year of her life, in the
home , Poppy gave some joy to other residents too.  Mary had never visited me after
she had died but there she was with me, I was very surprised.  Again I did not see her
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but felt her right there beside me.  She told me not to worry about Poppy, that she was
looking after her.

I continued the walk, passing the loch where Poppy swam and did not stop.  

Today I am planning a walk Poppy and I went on often, another favourite.  It will be
painful, but it will be healing too.

CROSSING THE DIVIDE BY COMPUTER    

Jill Inskip

In 2012 I embarked upon writing a book of memoirs entitled ‘A Goodly Heritage’ which
ran to 480 pages and which I completed and published four years later. The first third
of the book consists of a family history- going back to the mid-18th Century on both
sides – and the following two thirds record many of the memories I treasure of my
own varied and blessedly fortunate life. Before beginning this Magnum Opus my oldest
child, Hazel, persuaded me that the use of a computer would both ease and speed my
endeavours but would not necessitate joining the World Wide Web- something for
which I still have little appetite. By happy chance, Hazel was on the point of buying a
new and more sophisticated laptop for herself so kindly offered to give me her old one
having first asked a colleague to wipe it clean of all previous content. This man’s name
was Chris and he was a congenial associate of Helen’s rather than a close friend-
someone who would have known little if anything about her wider family background.
For the purpose of resetting her computer, apart from being told I was Hazel’s mother
he had no other information about the new owner/user. When she opened the
computer after it was returned to her, she was surprised to find that the name heading
up the full menu of contents was John rather than Jill. However, when the computer
was restored from sleep mode, the User was identified, correctly, as Jill.

Mildly amused by what we both regarded as a slightly odd but minor error, I quickly
began to enjoy using the lap top and also appreciate the greater flexibility it gave me.
Two weeks later the computer’s battery failed and had to be replaced. Hazel was able
to help me with this and in the midst of a family gathering she replaced the defunct
battery for new one. When the system fired up again, we were astonished to discover
that the User was now identified, not as Jill, but John.

This was surely something beyond coincidence; John was the name of my late husband
who had died as long ago as 1999, but who had, of course during our long, 45-year
marriage, shared many of the incidents and occurrences that I was recording in my
book.

John’s name continues to appear whenever I open up my computer for new use
whether or not it has been completely or partially shut down and I rejoice in thinking
that his loving spirit may still be very close to me throughout any new writing project.
As to the past, I feel that he would have been both fascinated and pleased to have
been on hand to witness the creation of ‘A Goodly Heritage’ a book in which both he
and his immediate and extended family feature very prominently. Perhaps the subtle
use of modern technology was his characteristically astute and humorous way of
telling me that was exactly what was happening and from the very beginning of the
process too.
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STILL FLYING
Angela Howard

They said the mess of broken feathers
on the road was you, but
I know better.
I can feel the beating
of your wings beside me
as we ride the stormy sky
and I know
we two
still fly

VISION: FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Peter Boyce

We all know that light rays entering the eye cause the retina to transmit impulses to
the brain via the optic nerve. In the cortex of the brain various aspects of vision such as
colour and shape are co-ordinated. The result is the picture we have of the outside
world. Does this explain vision? Absolutely not. How the physical brain produces
awareness and vision baffles Scientists. Is there then no answer? Having read Eben
Alexander's trilogy of books, the most powerful being, 'Living in a mindful Universe', 
I would suggest a way forward based on Spirituality. 

Alexander, a respected Neurosurgeon underwent a week-long coma due to the
neocortex, 'the part of the brain that makes us human', being put out of action totally
and intensively by damage caused by E. Coli bacteria. During this time, he tells us, in
spite of the brain being out of action he could visualise. Furthermore, during recovery,
he had perfect recall of his medical skills. Having discussed his illness with several
fellow neurosurgeons, he concluded that his recovery should have been impossible.
Though a previous Scientific Materialist, Alexander drew the inexorable conclusion that
there must be an as yet unidentified component of the brain/mind complex. He showed
that this component could not be any part of the brain other than the crippled
neocortex. Could this be the proof that in the head, associated with the brain, we have
the sort of non-physical presence that Spiritualists have been postulating for ever; the
'that of God within' of Quakers? To avoid confusion with other studies, I prefer to call
this presence, the Spiritual Self.

Before reading Alexander, I had already been convinced that my mind was not of this
world. All physical things have dimensions such as length, breadth, height, size, visible
internal structure, temperature etc. They all have a known location. They are subject to
change. They all consist of particles such as molecules, atoms and divisions of atoms.
They can be seen and observed. In direct contrast to these features, my 'mind' has
none of these properties. Yet I cannot believe that I don't exist, I am simply an
epiphenomenon of the brain. I do exist, I am not a no-thing, a nothing. I am now
convinced that the 'I', 'me', 'self-conscious awareness' is the Spiritual Self-described in
the last paragraph.

The Spiritual Self, then, translates the waveform of impulses and vibrations coming
from the brain after the work of co-ordination of the physical complex has been
achieved. So, the Spiritual Self gives us vision and self-awareness. At 87 I can also
attest that self-awareness does not age. That would support the view that it is spiritual
and eternal. Given that my self-awareness and consciousness is spiritual, what follows?
Alexander himself suggests a conclusion: the spiritual has created the physical not the
generally accepted other way round.
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Alexander's discovery could allow us to tackle the problem of vision. The problem is
that I see from the front of my face. By what route does it travel from the head where
vision is achieved? There is a gap!

My surface seeing cannot be generated by the retina in the eye. The eye is a sense
organ. Its detailed structure has the single aim: to detect the complex of light rays
coming in FROM outside the body. What I see is fundamentally different. It is being
projected out not in. It is the edited version having been through the complex of nerve
fibres of the brain. There is no blind spot. If there are wispy cataracts, they are invisible.
I see colour down to the horizon unlike the retina which has central colour vision, the
periphery black and white. What I see is not upside down and back-to-front as seen in
the retina. I am not looking from a deep bay in the eyeball, nor am I aware of
structures such as the lens in between. In short, the retina is not a projector projecting
my immediate vision.

At this stage, a diversion would be helpful. Quantum Mechanics.

Quantum Physics has baffled Scientists. Here we have a part of the physical world that
has properties different to the rest of the physical world. The Uncertainty Principle; the
exact location of these infinitesimal particles cannot be determined exactly.
Entanglement where one particle can affect and bring about changes in another at a
distance. Particles metamorphose, change their nature when they are observed. A
Quantum particle can be in two places at once.

In listing the strange properties of minute particles in the physical world we could, at
the same time, be listing the putative properties of the spiritual world. My 'mind' has
no exact location. Open up the skull; you would look for the 'mind' in vain. You cannot
see it. I can give an example of entanglement. Recently, a neighbour phoned to ask
how I was. I had appeared in her thoughts and she thought I might be in trouble.
Amazingly, I was in trouble. At exactly that time I received information from my bank
that, due to their error, my bank account was being identified as that of my sister who
died four years ago. The account was closed and all the Direct Debits cancelled. I sat in
a chair shaking with apprehension of the chaos that was to ensue - and the phone
rang! Another example of synchronicity and how it strengthens our spiritual beliefs. The
observing Spiritual Self changes the nature of brain vibrations allowing us to see.
Lastly, following the list in the last paragraph, can the Spiritual Self be in two places at
once. Can it be observing centrally and at the same time projecting in front of the face;
and if that happens, why not further out as in out of the body experiences? 

All this from reading Alexander's book. I find these arguments very persuasive. Do you?
'What cans't thou say?' One important gain for me is that I now see the Dual Universe
as a single, linked Universe. A second is that the detached Spiritual Self is an example
of intelligence and self-awareness present and possible without the need for it to be
generated by complex neural pathways. A controlling centre of the Spiritual Universe,
God, is more than just possible.

TWO EXPERIENCES IN MY LIFE

Ric Taylor

1. In the 1940's, life for a child was much different to the life of children today.  
No television, computers, mobiles etc. only the radio, the cinema, Scouts and Guides,
school and not much more.

I was a Cub Scout in those days.  ITMA, Workers Playtime, and other similar
programmes were the norm with the annual Carol Service from Kings College at
Christmas and the Ralph Reader Scout Gang Show in the Autumn.  I could relate to that
and always longed to be able to go to a Gang Show, but wartime travel difficulties and
lack of money kept that as a dream.

Years later, with National Service out of the way, I was at Shoreditch Teacher Training
College then based at Englefield Green near Egham in Surrey with the rail station
within easy reach.  I was also Secretary of the College Rover Scout Crew.  Why not go
to see the Gang Show in London a short train trip away?  So, I arranged for the Crew
to go and the great day arrived.  A life long ambition to be achieved.  

By a process I still do not understand, I woke up on the morning of the trip with the
firm idea in my mind that I was not to go and so I didn't; the Crew went without me
and I spent the day in the College workshops.

When I woke the following morning, I discovered that two of the Crew had been killed
and one very badly burned in the rail crash at Barnes the night before. They had been
on the way back to college.  Altogether 13 people lost their lives that night in 1955.

Throughout the rest of my life I have been aware of being 'protected' in many ways:  In
the army, when  I was due to go to Korea and had been given all my jabs and three
weeks embarkation leave, I arrived at the army depot, to discover that I was to be sent
to Germany instead as it had been decided that, due to my age, I would have spent
only one month at the front before demob.

I always seem to know when there is an unseen road hazard ahead - someone driving
too fast on the wrong side of the corner for example.

So, who, or what is responsible for this?  Is it my Guardian Angel (I have been told that
I do have one) or is it someone now in Spirit?   Are they one and the same? I cannot
make up my mind, though I am sure that one day I will find out....

Incidents such as these continue to strengthen my faith in the spirit world and I must
confess to having no fear of death as the following account will, I hope, show 

2. In the 1970's we moved to a house on a fairly new estate and quite soon
we became aware that something was not quite right, though it was difficult to put a
finger on it. (I discovered years later that the house was situated on a ley line.)
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Several of the strange occurrences were electrical: ovens switched themselves on
during the night, washing machines overflowed and on one occasion a normal light
glowed green. (This particular event was witnessed by the whole of the family on
Christmas morning.)  Car windscreen wipers suddenly switched themselves on; towels
flapped violently even though the bathroom door and windows were shut,

Once we detected a distinct smell of gas.  The gasman could find no reason for it and
was not happy to have been called out!  It was at this time that my wife, Margaret
began to be very 'sensitive' to things.

At the time of our move to that house, my Mother had given me two diaries that had
belonged to two of her brothers, one of whom had been gassed during the First World
War and who died in his twenties with lung disease.

The other diary had belonged to Uncle Ernest who had been his Mother's favourite
child.  It had a hole in the middle, made by the bullet which had killed him in 1915 at
the battle of Neuve Chappelle.  Relevant to this is the fact that he had become a
Christian just before the war. 

The 'disturbances' were affecting the whole family by now.

I attended a talk given by a Catholic Priest who was speaking on this subject in a local
church.  I arranged to meet him afterwards to discuss what was happening to us.  He
was adamant that the cause of our problems was the diary with the hole in it, and
that it should be burnt as soon as possible. 

We did not have an open fire or any means of burning it, but my deputy did, and
knowing about the problems that we had been experiencing, she agreed to burn it.  It
was not until many months later that I discovered that within twenty minutes of
putting the diary in her boiler, the boiler exploded and caused considerable damage.

Further searching introduced us to the Churches Fellowship for Psychical and Spiritual
Studies (CFPSS), a Christian based Fellowship open to all who are in good standing
with their church. They were holding their conferences in Torquay and my wife was
able to attend at short notice. 

At dinner one evening, someone said to her "Does the Last Post mean anything to
you?" To which Margaret replied "No".  Later that evening she remembered that she
had gone to fetch Ernest's diary to hold whilst watching the Royal British Legion
Remembrance programme at the Albert Hall.  This was later reported to our main
contact with the CFPSS who discussed it in turn with others in the Fellowship.  The
feelings were that as nothing we had done so far had helped us (and there were many
people involved by then, including the Church Exorcist,) a Requiem Mass might help.

I contacted my Mother to discuss the situation and she told me that when the
telegram had been delivered, her Mother had screamed for some time. She never
accepted Ernest's death, would not have a church service for him and refused to have

his name on the local War Memorial or put on the Grenadier Guards Roll of Honour.  
(I confirmed that this later was in fact correct).  His name is, however on the memorial
in France.  

Despite having grave doubts as to the reactions of our local Vicar, (who would later
become the Bishop of Oxford) we did approach him and he agreed to hold the Mass. He
held the service at our home one morning.  Apart from our family, there were members
of the Fellowship in attendance, two of whom were clairvoyant and the husband of one
(a local Church Warden) who had been a Major in the army.  The service went well and
a recording of the Last Post was played at the end.  However, both clairvoyants said, to
everyone's consternation. that Ernest was still with us. At this point, the ex Major
reminded us that the Last Post is followed by Reveille and proceeded to sing it. Ernest
was seen to march off. 

LOST AND FOUND

Fee Berry

My partner Eelco died suddenly at the end of November last year.
It was completely unexpected, he was only 47, and although he
had a lot of niggling health problems, we had no idea he was in
danger of dying suddenly.

We didn’t have a conventional relationship: for many reasons he
spent a lot of his time in the Netherlands, and the amount of time he was able to spend
with me was limited, but we talked morning, noon and night on Skype and talked more
than most couples who live together, I expect.

We met in a virtual world, and often remarked that we would never have looked at each
other if we’d met in the real world.  There was a large age gap (I’m 13 years older) and
we have entirely different tastes in most things.  But we connected in a way that meant
I knew how he was feeling and we shared a certain outlook on the world.

When he died, I knew something was wrong.  It took 24 hours to get someone in the
Netherlands to check on him, and he was found dead in bed.  But when we had
occasional arguments and got angry with each other, I felt that as a physical change,
and a light went out for me.  That happened when he died too, and a lot of my grieving
for him was about the loss of that strong connection.

I had one dream very shortly after his death, in which I was him, and found myself
standing by his bed looking down.  I realised I was dead and then was able to soar
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away from the bedroom, flying as one flies in virtual worlds.  I don’t know if the dream
meant anything; it had that quality of clarity and logical sequencing which most
dreams don’t….

I was in shock for about two months.  I’ve heard people say they were numb with
shock, but I’ve not really understood it until now.  I went to the Netherlands, attended
his funeral and found I was able to speak at his funeral, which I was doubtful about.
They were very kind but I found myself in no man’s land – I wasn’t his wife, didn’t
have any legal or even cultural standing – because under Dutch law, having died
intestate, all his estate belongs to his parents.  They received all the cards, all the
flowers, all the visitors and indeed they have lost their only son, and deserved the
attention they received… but I came back to my life feeling I had no place in that
outpouring of grief.  Most of his friends and family had no idea we regarded ourselves
as partners.

The death of Eelco came more or less exactly six months after the loss of my mother,
and the cumulative effect of grief and loss meant that I wasn’t really functioning well
over Christmas and New Year.  I was frustrated too – when my grandparents died, I
received a message in a dream from them to tell me they were ok.  In both cases,
when they died I dreamed that they telephoned me and told me that everything was
fine and they were happy.  I wondered why my mother and Eelco hadn’t contacted me
that way, especially since we’d had such a strong connection in life. 

A friend bought me an art class which I started a month ago, which really helped me
to start looking outwards.  Then last Saturday, only a few days ago, I walked into my
kitchen to put the kettle on, and the scent I associate strongly with Eelco hit me, a
mixture of tobacco, Cool Water aftershave and him.  At that moment I felt the light of
our connection come back and I knew he was with me there.  I felt the warm feeling I
associated with him being happy and content come back into my life.  I looked around
for reasons for those different scents suddenly appearing, but there were no smokers
around, no-one has Cool Water in the house except for me – and that’s in my memory
box upstairs.  

I feel lighter and it’s made a tremendous difference.  My children are all sceptics and
feel I am a deluded old lady, but I know what I know, and I’m happy that he is around
me here.

HEAVEN IS NOT A PLACE. BUT I HAVE BEEN THERE

The non-theist said scornfully - ‘Heaven is not a place. Not a place you can visit.’
‘Neither would it be in chronological time. If it DID exist, it would be eternal.’
However, it is good that she had thought about it, whilst not believing in God.
Able to think that she might be immortal? Might have a spirit that goes on and on?
Might continue on, in a non-place? An everlasting existence for souls?

Softly I said, - ‘Even ‘though it’s not a place, I have been there!’
It was like being given a Big Hug. It was Love.
I had a Near Death Experience. So, whilst being resuscitated, I was there for 3 minutes.
Three minutes of Earthly Time but hours and hours of Eternal Time.

Hours when so much happened …. experiencing a Life Review. An assessment of my
life so far.
Not a judgement but a gentle, compassionate choice….
Would I like to return to Earth and fulfill my Meaning and Purpose?
Fulfill my Incarnation Vows which I had so far forgotten?
Or, stay there in the Heavenly Light…?

I so wished to do the latter - stay there in that Happiness and Peace.
But the choice was like a tugging in both directions, yet I had free will.
So, in the end, I chose to come back. Come back from that non-place?
Return to our planet in the present time? And try to do better?
Suddenly I was back in my body, alive on Earth

That was in 1979 when I was 44. Now it is 2018 and I am 83.
Thirty-nine years of doing my best. Or trying to!

Just before last Christmas I nearly died a second time. The NHS saved my life.
In the middle of the night, I could not breathe.
‘O Breath of God find me,’ I prayed. Then I remembered the words (taught at my
convent school)
‘Into Thy Hands I commit my spirit.’ Always prayed before we slept.
For God and Heaven is not a place. It is not even hands.
Instead - it is a Presence ….
A beautiful loving Presence who said - ‘Not yet - work at it a little longer and be not
afraid’

And so, I am, and fear is no more.

Elizabeth Angas (June 2018).
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This is a shortened version of a talk given to a QFAS day conference held at Friends’
House on 27.4.02. The conference was the second which QFAS held and was attended by
forty Friends and attenders.

THE MORAL ARGUMENT FOR IMMORTALITY   

David Britton

The main moral argument for another world and another life is simple, but only if it is
made within a religious tradition in which God's Love is real. In order for God's Love to
be real, it should go without saying that God itself must be real. If these fundamentals
are accepted, then the Love of God for creation requires the fulfilment of creation, and
such a fulfilment clearly does not happen for many people in this world. There are
many millions of abortive lives. To use the phrase 'God is Love', while denying the
simple requirements of Justice which another world would supply, is frivolous in the
extreme. God's Love cannot be more than Justice, as some would say it is, if in practice
it is less than Justice.

It is basically a question of what can truly be said to matter in the religious life. How
can the much-vaunted spiritual life in the here-and-now be honestly said to matter, if
the fate of countless millions of unfulfilled beings is held not to matter, (which is what
a denial of another world entails). To what or to whom does my current 'spiritual life'
matter, if 'the fallen, the lost, the least' (to quote Benjamin Britten's "Curlew River")
do not matter? Only to myself, apparently, though such self¬concern is now commonly
called 'God'. This is ironic, in that it is precisely Spiritualists, with their concern for
'survival', who are accused of being rather grubby and calculating. Yet it would be hard
to think of anything more fundamentally self-regarding than a self-sufficient this-
worldly spirituality. It is really too much like saying - 'God is Love if you are lucky on
earth, if you are English, middle-class, and have lived in the Home Counties in the
second half of the 20th century.'

Yet such is the flavour of much current British Quakerism, and it is a double tragedy in
that it was Quakers in the 17th century who re-discovered the doctrine of a possible
universal salvation in Western Christendom. Hardly anyone now talks of 'double
predestination', and credit for that revolution in spiritual attitudes is due to the Society
of Friends. But by now denying another world, we deny that which would make
universal salvation meaningful, and we become the greatest betrayers of that which
we came into existence to proclaim.

Many Friends will of course say that they don't themselves need or look for another
life, and that they are not interested in 'rewards and punishments'. In the context of
'the fallen, the lost, the least', such a non-desire is irrelevant at best, and at worst
insufferably complacent. In any case, the moral argument is about development, not
rewards and punishments, and is subordinate to a larger argument by which we are all
unfinished beings, and needing another world.

BOOK REVIEW 

“TESTIMONY TO LOVE”: A Near-Death Experience in 1930
Clare Harmon

This book was written by Gwen Steele-Perkins, with commentary by her daughter, Mary Tiffen.
I met Mary, and bought a copy of the book, at an exhibition about the five hospitals set up in
Exeter during the First World War to treat soldiers injured on the Western Front. Gwen, who
came from a Quaker background, was one of the V.A.D.'s (voluntary nurses) who helped to
staff them. Gwen wrote about these experiences early on in her memoir, and then went on to
describe her family life. This provides some fascinating insights into the attitudes and activities
of, and constraints on, middle-class women in the first half of the 21st century.

Her first pregnancy resulted in the birth of a son in 1916. Her second pregnancy ended in a
miscarriage, followed by a serious infection in her womb, in 1930. During an operation to
remove the infected tissue, she nearly died. She had a Near Death Experience (NDE) and
wrote down copious details over the following days.

Her whole being was focussed on a "Great White Steady All-curing and embracing Light",
which emanated "wondrous Love". She longed to leap into the Light, but it told her that she
could not do so until she had fulfilled her purposes on Earth, which included having another
child and communicating her knowledge of death.

She then found herself rising into the Second Knowledge, where she heard the voices of spirits
who had gone before. Her mother was unable to speak to her directly, but begged the Light to
explain that people need to wait in the Preparing or Resting place to be forgiven their
wrongdoings by those whom they had harmed, either through ignorance or on purpose. The
victims are the only ones who can forgive: God cannot do so on their behalf. Once this has
been achieved, people go to the Final Heaven to be united with the Light.

Next, she witnessed people who had been allowed to "dive into the Light". As they pass
through it, they give off many "lesser lights" or Spirit Children, who are the consequences of
their kind or unkind deeds on Earth, and who become the spirits of unborn children, to be
incarnated in order to help the progress of both the ultimate purpose and their Parent Spirit.
She noted: "should a baby be lost to an earthly mother, it is greatly welcomed by its Spiritual
Parent who may be freed because of its quick return. Even a still born may have done some
good to its mortal parent and yet returned early for the good of its Spiritual Parent.” On Earth,
our children are born from our flesh, but their spirit is not part of ours: it is a rebirth from a
part of some other soul.

Gwen also wrote: “No Spirit can jump off the brink into the Light unless he had fulfilled his
purpose on earth -that is, the purpose for which God sent him out - nor can he hope for
forgiveness of his sins unless he has forgiven... showing how united we are and how much
depends on us."
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Although Gwen had heard about the purpose of the rest of her life on Earth, she had a
strong longing to die. The angels and spirits of relatives persuaded her to return to see
her baby. She reluctantly agreed, believing that she would then be able to die, but found
that baby had not been conceived yet, and that she had no choice but to remain on
Earth.

Her doctors told her that she would not be able to have any more children. Nevertheless,
fourteen months later, she gave birth to a daughter, and subsequently another daughter.
The rest of the book narrates her firstborn son's health and academic problems,
throughout which he was remarkably stoical and loving, and his sudden death as a
teenager. Although this was a shock, Gwen was greatly comforted by the knowledge she
had gleaned from her NDE and the belief that he had moved on to "greater joys and
greater knowledge".

Gwen tried unsuccessfully to get her story published during her lifetime. Mary added
some interesting background information, filled in a few gaps, and published it herself.
She advised me that her mother was unaware of any other accounts of NDEs until the
1950s. She also wrote: “My mother is very clear that the spirit of the departed is not
split up, nor does it return entire to earth. Our spirits remain with God in the hereafter; it
is the consequences of our deeds that continue to have impact in new life on earth. “

I have read many accounts of NDEs and of communication between the living and the
dead, and some of the ideas in this book were completely new to me, for example the
description of Spirit Children coming from mature souls and traveling to Earth,. Three
possible explanations for these discrepancies come to mind. Firstly, there may be
significant differences in what happens to individuals during a NDE or after permanent
death. Secondly, people may use very different language to describe the same thing:
most of us have restricted vocabulary for such events, and a person’s religious
background may affect the words they choose e.g. the name they give to a special
person they meet, such as Jesus or the Buddha. Thirdly, their interpretation of what they
experienced may be influenced by their opinions or beliefs. This is analogous to a person
who thinks that all women are bad drivers, who witnesses a car accident and is
convinced that the woman driver caused it by swerving. A video might show that the
woman driver did not swerve and was in fact blameless. Such evidence can be crucial in
the life we experience here on Earth, but is not available to us for paranormal events.
Therefore, I think we need to be open-minded about the possibilities.

The NDE described in this book emphasises our interconnectedness and the importance
of forgiving and being forgiven. It has the potential to help us to live better lives and to
reflect on what happens after death. It has been both comforting and provocative for me.

"TESTIMONY TO LOVE:
of her man, her son and her vision of God as Light and Love"
by Gwen Steele-Perkins published by Tiffania Books ISBN 978-0-9570353-1-7

Available through any bookshop or Mary’s website, http://www.tiffaniabooks.com, and
through Amazon, in print and EBook format.

This extraordinary account of her NDE (Near Death Experience) by Gwen Steele-Perkins,
has many components which may be unfamiliar in the accounts of other NDE’s in
particular references to The Second Knowledge and to Spirit Children. I think it serves to
remind us of the amazing diversity of reported experiences. Ed. 

Peter Tatton-Brown joined QFAS when it first started and was a supporter until his death.

It was just five words on a quiet Sunday afternoon that changed our lives: ‘Your son has
been killed’. An unbelievable, shocking message. I was split into two parts, half knew
what had to be done but the other half was paralysed. I should never see my son again,
never hear him speak, never touch him and never tell him our news. Never, never, never
– what a terrible word! Never again do what I so much loved. What a hellish thought.
Never again tell him by a smile and a wink how much I loved him. Never, oh hateful
word. My heart was cut out and I was overwhelmed by grief…

It is hard to find consolation in the written word, but it is there. Dear William Penn: ‘And
this is the comfort of the good, the grave cannot hold them…’ We grasp at that hope
and then, when quite unprepared, there is a feeling, a presence which cheers the heart.
Yes, I am sure our son is still hereabouts…

Somehow in the depths I feel sure that life is continuous through the grave. It is like a
stitch of embroidery which appears above the canvas, runs along and is seen, then dips
back below out of sight. The thread, the wool is continuous and only appears to
disappear. Indeed I had a strong feeling that only humans need starts and finishes,
beginnings and endings. In the real spiritual world there are no starts and ends, all
space, time and life are boundless and eternal. This feeling has been so strong it is now
a great support…

It is impossible now to watch the news unmoved, to see repeated daily all over the
world tragedies and weeping parents. We must suffer in this world if we are to
understand the suffering of others. One must pluck this lesson of understanding from
the icy pain of grief.

Peter Tatton-Brown, 1989, QF&P, 22.85
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QFAS PUBLICATIONS

LEAFLETS
1. End of Life Experiences  2. After Death Communications
A5 fold-over leaflets describing and giving examples of spiritual/psychic
experiences.
Free copies sent on request. Please state number required and enclose s.a.e.
Also available on the website.  

The Not Unfamiliar Country: Communication Beyond Death,
An Anthology of Quaker Experience
Free. Please send s.a.e.
Order from Angela Howard, Webb’s Cottage, Woolpits Rd, Gt.Saling,
Braintree, Essex, CM7 5DZ.
(Also free copies of the QFAS introductory leaflet.)

BOOKS BY QFAS MEMBERS

A Study in Survival – Conan Doyle Solves the Final Problem
By Roger Straughan. Published by O books, 2009.
ISBN.  978 1 84694 240 2
This ‘study in survival’ describes in vivid detail the intriguing twists and turns of 
an investigation worthy of the immortal Sherlock Holmes himself, whose legendary
return from apparent death uncannily foreshadows that of his famous creator.

The Forest of Now 
by Cherry Simpkin, illustrated by Jacky Piqué. 
Hazelnut Books. 2014. 41pp. ISBN: 978-1-907938-83-2.  
Obtainable from Hazelnut Books, 78 Courtlands Ave., London, SE12 8JA. £7.99. 
At one level, the Forest of Now can be taken as a charming nature story about
mini-beasts discovering the wonders of their forest environment. However, as
hinted in the title, this book has a deeper spiritual side.    

Booklet: Quakers and the Spiritual/Psychic Dimension by Rosalind Smith
£1.20. Please enclose a stamp. Order from The Manager, Claridge House, 
Dormans Road, Dormansland, Lingfield, Surrey, RH7 6QH. Tel: 01342 832150.
Cheques to be made out to Claridge House.

A POST SCRIPT FROM THE GUEST EDITOR.

I was chatting over coffee after Meeting recently and mentioned to my Friend an
incident which happened to me years ago: in a dream I entered the bedroom of a male
companion and kissed his closed eyes. The next day this man took me aside and told
me that he had had a peculiar dream in which I had been present and had kissed him
in this way. I’m not sure how you might classify this sort of experience. Astral travel
perhaps? I guess it’s another of those gifts of the Spirit which we all receive in
abundance:  clairvoyance which includes seeing and hearing things beyond normal
sensory contact; Far Seeing, ESP…it seems the list is generously full!

I have been particularly excited by Tim Walter’s experiences which are recounted are
pages 8 and 9 of this edition. So much so that I am taking up dowsing again!

We hope that Reaching Out is meeting your needs, stimulating and inspiring you in
this way. We hope it is a resource and a platform for sharing you spiritual/psychic
experiences and want to hear from you if there are experiences, great or small that
you are willing to share. The magazine needs you!

We have included a piece from the Reaching Out archive in this edition. Let us know
what you think of this as an idea for an occasional feature in the future.

In Friendship,

Jackie


